Abstract. An emerging problem in wireless sensors network is the need to increase the network life time. In a network with two power modes, this goal can be achieved by choosing the minimum number of sensors that have high power mode (long range radio) in the service area. The vertex cover assist in organizing clusters and determine the cluster head to save power and ensure that all sensors in the network are accessible by the cluster heads, The minimum (optimal) number of vertices (sensors) problem is NPComplete. Therefore, a near-optimal solution to the problem can be obtained by an approximation algorithm that solves the problem in polynomial time. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm for minimizing the number of node that represents the wireless sensor with high transition power, thus we minimize the power consumption of the wireless sensor network and prolong the network life time.
Introduction
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are an emerging communication technology that offers a rich interaction model with the environment. Sensors are equipped with data processing and communication capabilities. Sensors gather and send data to a base-station either directly or through another sensor node [15] . WSN supports nodes mobility and sensors are have limited capabilities. Such limitations enforce the need for powerefficient resource management protocols to extend the network lifetime. [15] . WSNs offer a wide range of possible applications both military and civil [13] .
Maximizing the network life time is an important issue in sensor networks due to its scarce resources. Several schemes were proposed to prolong the life time, one such schemes is using minimal cover set algorithm. A vertex cover is a set of vertices V'; such that V' is a subset of V, where V is a set of vertices in an undirected graph G = (V, E), such that for each edges with two vertices (u, v), either u or v or both must be a member of V'. The number of the vertices in V' represent the vertex cover size. A vertex cover problem is a problem to determine the minimum (optimal) number of vertices that cover all the edges in the graph G; in other words, we want to get the minimum vertex cover size [9] . For example, the minimum cover is 2, as shown in Figure  1 . The problem of determining the minimum number of vertices is classified as NPcomplete problem [1, 2, 5, 7] . Therefore, we can't find an optimal vertex cover size in polynomial algorithm. For this reason an approximation algorithm is used to find an approximate solution for the vertex cover.
For example if we have a graph G with vertices V = {A,B,C,D,E,F} and edges E = {(A,B), (A,C), (A,E), (A,D), (C,D), (C,E), (D,F), (E,F)},

Related Works
This section presents some proposed algorithms to find vertex cover for graph G, with polynomial time complexity. The algorithm in [7] finds the vertex cover for graph with n elements and maximum degree ∆, so that the vertex cover size is no more than (nceiling (n/ ∆+1)), which is the best possible solution for n and ∆. The algorithm firstly defines vertex cover Ci for vertex i as all vertices except vi, then it is search for removable vertices in vertex cover Ci to decrease vertex cover size. In [4] , the authors focus on the communication issues by assuming the wireless sensor network consist of two types of sensor devices: coverage sensors and communicating sensors. Coverage sensors are responsible for monitoring (sensing) the surrounding area, periodically collecting the data from surrounding area and combine it in form of data packets, then forward this data packet along with data packets from other sensors to the communication sensors. In order to reach the optimal or near-optimal solution, the genetic algorithm uses
the population of chromosomes to find a better candidate solution for the next generation (step) by applying genetic functions such as mutation and crossover.
In [3] , sensors have been designed in two power modes, which are low power mode (short range radio) and high power mode (long range radio), sensors can adjust its power mode, the goal is to minimize total number of nodes that have high power mode by a heuristic algorithm that can find the near optimal solution. This solution identifies the cluster head to assign it's mode to high power mode and other nodes in the same cluster to low power. The author in [15] define the dual power assignment problem as the problem of assigning the high power level to the minimum number of nodes, same as the author in [3] , but in this model the author provide a more efficient approximation algorithm.
Proposed Scheme
In this section we present the proposed algorithm to obtain near optimal solution by finding minimum number of sensor nodes with high power transmission. The proposed model solves the same problem as in [3, 15] , by finding the minimum number of nodes that assign the high power mode, the algorithm produce the set of nodes, which has high power mode, based on the nodes that have maximum degree (node connect max number of component), then the algorithm find the removable edges, where the graph is still connected, and assigning the low power mode to it's nodes if the node did not connect it's component with any other component lonely, the complexity of proposed model is O(n^2), the algorithm steps are shown in the following procedure.
1. Divide the network area into several components by assigning each node mode to low power transmission.
Build virtual graph G based on the resulting components without edges.
Let M=0; 4. While G is not Connected
• get node N, which has maximum degree;
• add edge between N1 and node N2, where N2 is belong to other component and N1, N2 can reach each other in the high power mode and add N1, N2 to M; 5. For each edge e in E (check if there is removable edges):
• E=E-e;
• If G is still connected • If there is a node N correspond to e has zero degree, set N to low power mode and remove N from M.
• If G is Not connected E=E+ e. 6. Return size of M;
Experimental Results
Simulation experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. The performance was compared against two other techniques: Optimal and DPMP [3] . The network area is a two dimensional space with x and y coordination. The node of the wireless sensor network is distributed randomly in the area. Various scenarios with different number of node (30, 50, and 100) were examined. Network area size was fixed at (1000*1000), and with different ratios (20%, 50%, and 80%). Figure 2 shows the results of 30 nodes, Figure 3 shows the results of 50 nodes, and Figure 4 shows the results of 100 nodes. The obtained results show that the proposed scheme achieves slightly better results than the DPMP scheme. As expected, the optimal solution achieves the best results.
Conclusion
Network life time and energy consumption are crucial issues in wireless sensor networks. In this paper we presented the vertex cover problem as well as an approximation algorithm that find near optimal solution for choosing near optimal number of cluster heads in wireless sensor networks to maximize the network life time. This paper introduced an enhanced algorithm for the vertex cover problem that can find more optimal solution in term of the set of the number that represent the vertex cover. The proposed algorithms adopt the vertex cover technique to enhance the live-time of the wireless sensor network by selecting minimum number of nodes that reduce power consumption. Finally, simulation experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme. 
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